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In the Shadows of the Koran:
Said Qutb’s Views on Jews and
Christians as Reflected in his
Koran Commentary1
said qutb (1906-1966) was one of the most important and original Islamic thinkers of the 20th
century. His influence among Islamic fundamentalist movements of the modern era is profound,
and hence the importance of understanding the tenets of his thought.

B

orn in a small village in Upper Egypt, Said Qutb moved at the age of 14 to Cairo,
where he later studied for four years in Dar al-Ulum (“The House of Sciences”), an establishment for higher education. After completing his schooling, Qutb worked as a teacher
for several years and then served as a functionary in the Egyptian Ministry of Education.
During his service in this office, he was sent on a mission to the United States, a two year experience which greatly influenced his negative view of the West and America. After returning to Egypt
in 1950, Qutb decided to join the Muslim Brotherhood, the most important modern Sunni fundamentalist group in Egypt and in other Arab-Islamic countries as well.2 Up to this point, Qutb did
not profess radical religious ideas; his literary output during the 1930s and 1940s amounted to novels, a volume of poetry, and several essays in the field of literary criticism.
In October 1952 Qutb left his position at the Ministry of Education. Initially he had supported
the revolution of the Egyptian “Free Officers,” which had taken place in July of the same year.
However, Qutb could not continue to support this new regime due to his belief that Islam should
constitute the basis of politics and public life in Egypt. For a short while Qutb served as the editor
of the Muslim Brotherhood’s newspaper, but was arrested in 1954 with other leaders of the movement. After a few months in prison he was released, only to be re-arrested that same year, after an
alleged attempt to assassinate the Egyptian president, Gamal Abdel Nasser (Jamal Abd al-Nasir).
This time Said Qutb remained in prison for several years, and was released only in 1964. It was then
that he published his short work Maalim fi-l-tariq (Milestones), a radical Islamic manifesto in which
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Qutb presented his theory of jahiliyya, or religious ignorance. Said Qutb was arrested yet again in
1965, and was accused of attempting to assassinate Nasser and to overthrow his regime. This time
Qutb was sentenced to death and was executed in 1966.3
In addition to Maalim fi-l-tariq, Qutb’s most important work is his copious Koran commentary,
Fi zilal al-quran (In the Shadows of the Koran). According to Jansen (see note 3), 16 volumes of
this commentary out of a total of 30 had already appeared by the time of Qutb’s arrest in 1954.
The remaining volumes were completed by Qutb during his years in prison.
Said Qutb’s attitudes towards Jews and Christians, as reflected in his Koran commentary, testify to his positions vis-à-vis the non-Muslim “other,” and also explain the positions on this subject
of many contemporary Islamic fundamentalists. In addition, Qutb’s attitudes towards Jews and
Christians reflect unconscious tensions and paradoxes that underlie Islamic fundamentalist
thought in the modern period. This essay, therefore, has two main goals. On the one hand, it will
aim at explaining Said Qutb’s thought in the Jewish-Christian context as expressed in his own period. On the other hand, it will also underscore important elements and problems of current Islamic
fundamentalist thought. Beyond this, the discussion will raise several methodological questions
regarding the nature and sources of anti-Jewish sentiment prevalent among modern Islamic radicals. Lastly, it should be noted that Said Qutb was a prolific writer. Since the following analysis is
based mainly on his Koran commentary, it is possible that further examination of his additional
writings may yield other, perhaps slightly different, conclusions. Nevertheless, In the Shadows of
the Koran is Qutb’s most important and extensive work, and as such no doubt reflects the bulk
of his most relevant ideas.

The Theory of Jahiliyya

S

aid qutb’s views on Jews and Christians are based on two main pillars or principles. The
first of these is Qutb’s general theory regarding the social, cultural, and religious state of current day Islamic societies. This theory can be summarized by three basic terms: jahiliyya,
ubudiyya, and hakimiyya. The second pillar or principle is the classical Islamic theory of dhimma.
As is well known, the term jahiliyya designates in the Islamic religion and consciousness the period that ended when Muhammad, the last and most perfect Prophet of mankind, appeared. This
pre-Islamic period, according to traditional interpretations, was characterized by religious ignorance—polytheism and the worshiping of idols.4 Jahiliyya therefore is the exact opposite of true
faith—the belief in the one and only God, Allah, and the acknowledgement of his oneness and
uniqueness (tawhid). However, in Qutb’s own vocabulary, jahiliyya received a new and more relevant significance. Rather than being understood simply as a specific historical period that had pre[2]
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ceded the coming of Islam and is now over and done with, in Qutb’s thought it acquired a new
meaning as a basic human condition that may exist at any given time and in any given place:
Jahiliyya—in light of this text [referring to the Koran, Sura 5: 50]—is not a period
in time but rather a certain state. This state existed yesterday, it exists today, and
will exist tomorrow.5
According to Qutb, in a jahili society a distorted perception of ubudiyya prevails—ubudiyya meaning servitude or subordination. Man in a jahili society is not subordinate to God but to culture,
politics, and law that man, not Allah, created:
Jahiliyya—as described by Allah and defined in his Koran—is the judging/governing (hukm) of men by their fellowmen, for it is the subordination (ubudiyya) of men
by their fellowmen, the abandonment of subordination to Allah, the rejection of
Allah’s divinity, and instead the acknowledgment of the divinity of some men and
of the subordination to them rather than to Allah.6
Conversely, in an ideal Islamic society, the sovereignty as regards law and government —
hakimiyya —is in the hands of Allah and Allah alone. In this ideal society, underlying both law and
government is the Islamic religious law—the sharia, based on the Koran and sunna (i.e. the actions,
sayings, and way of life of the Prophet Muhammad, as reflected in the traditions attributed to him,
the hadiths). In contrast, Western society, which places the individual rather than God in the center of human experience, is nothing but a jahili society. Qutb writes,
The entire world is living today in [a state of] jahiliyya, in terms of the root from
which life’s constituents and systems emanate […] This jahiliyya is based on an
attack against Allah’s rule on earth, against divinity’s most special property—the
sovereignty as regards law and government (hakimiyya). This jahiliyya rests this
sovereignty upon man, making some men lords of others—not in the primitive and
naïve form which was known in the first jahiliyya, but rather in the form of claiming falsely the right to determine conceptions, values, legal codes, laws, regimes and
rules, far from the way of life [prescribed] by Allah, and regarding that which Allah
has not permitted. From this attack against the rule of Allah rises an attack against
human beings [ibadihi, literally: Allah’s servants]. The humiliation of man throughout the socialist regimes, and the oppression of individuals and nations by the domination of capital and imperialism in the capitalistic regimes, are nothing but an
effect of the attack against Allah’s rule and the denial of the honor which Allah has
established for man!7
HUDSON INSTITUTE
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Furthermore, since the majority of Islamic societies in modern times blindly follow Western values
and culture, they too are jahili:
We are today in [a state of] jahiliyya, like the jahiliyya which was contemporary
with Islam, or worse. Everything around us is jahiliyya: peoples’ conceptions and
beliefs, their customs and traditions, the sources of their culture, their arts and literatures, their legal codes and laws. Even much of what we regard as Islamic culture, Islamic sources of authority (maraji), Islamic philosophy, and Islamic thought
is likewise the product of this jahiliyya!8
The implication of this attitude towards current Islamic regimes and societies is of course severe.
Accusing Muslims of being jahilis means that they are actually apostates (murtadd, pl. murtaddun);
and apostasy in Islamic law is (principally and under certain conditions) punishable by death. This
process is known as takfir—declaring someone to be a kafir (pl. kuffar), i.e. an infidel or a nonbeliever. The theory of jahiliyya implies that jihad—literally: effort, endeavor, meaning “holy” or just
war carried out according to the rules of Islamic law—must be waged against jahili governments
and jahili rulers.
From a historical perspective, this absolute rejection of Western culture is but one Islamic response
to the traumatic encounter with Western power which took place during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Islamic modernists, such as Jamal al-Din al-Afghani (1838/9-1897) and his student,
Muhammad Abduh (1849-1905), stood for religious reformism and took an apologetic approach
towards the West. Appreciating as they did Western achievements, they maintained the Islamic origin of many Western values and institutions, thereby essentially defying the unique contribution of
modern Western culture. According to the modernists, these values and institutions disappeared from
Islam and passed on to the West, following the slow process of degeneration which for various reasons inflicted Islamic societies. Now all that remains is to uncover and rediscover these “Islamic”
values through ijtihad.9 Contrary to this apologetic approach, Qutb represents a considerably more
aggressive and self-assured position. He insists that Western values are fundamentally different from
those of Islam; moreover, since Islamic values are intrinsically superior, one should reject Western
culture outright.
Indeed, the difference in approach between Qutb and the modernists can be attributed to the
prevailing historical conditions under which they lived and wrote. Whereas al-Afghani and Abduh
experienced Western colonialism at its height, Qutb was younger and witnessed the withdrawal
(some would say: the defeat) of Western colonialism, which was to be replaced by the independent Arab and Islamic states. Additionally, Qutb was persecuted and eventually executed by Nasser’s
fierce, albeit popular regime, a fact which no doubt contributed significantly to his negative attitude towards modern Islamic regimes and societies.10
[4]
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The Legal Perspective: Dhimma

T

he second pillar or principle on which Qutb’s views regarding Jews and Christians
are based is the classical Islamic concept of dhimma. In theory, dhimma designates a quasicontract between the Islamic community and its non-Muslim subjects, who are known
therefore as dhimmis.11 In this quasi-contract there is a mutual obligation. The Islamic community is obliged to protect the lives and properties of the dhimmis and to allow them religious autonomy. The dhimmis, on their part, are obliged to acknowledge the superiority of Islam and its political dominion. This acknowledgement is symbolized by the payment of the jizya (a poll tax) as well
as the adherence to a variety of discriminatory regulations. Of course, a discussion of the historical development and implementation of dhimma is far beyond the scope of this article.12 Nevertheless, it would be safe to say that dhimma is based on the recognition of Islam’s absolute superiority over other religions.
Though Islam does acknowledge the other monotheistic religions—mainly Judaism and Christianity—as religions that received a true divine revelation (ahl al-kitab, see above note 11), nonetheless these religions in their current state are viewed as being corrupt and imperfect in comparison to Islam.13 Based on these considerations, one may ask whether Islam is indeed tolerant
towards the “other,” the dhimmi. Bernard Lewis’s approach to this highly sensitive question seems
both reasonable and objective. According to Lewis (see note 12), on the one hand, the institution
of dhimma cannot be compared to the modern Western idea of tolerance, which entails absence of
discrimination and full civil rights for all. On the other hand, in comparison to the medieval
Christian world and its attitude towards non-Christian subjects or even non-orthodox (“heretic”)
Christians, there is no doubt that the Islamic world displayed greater tolerance to the non-Muslim
“other.” This more tolerant attitude is proved by the mere fact that the status, rights, and obligations of dhimmis were codified in the God-given law, the sharia.
Returning to Qutb, the latter does not deviate from the classical Islamic concept of dhimma.
According to Qutb, dhimmis (mainly Jews and Christians) are entitled to religious autonomy and
to Islamic protection of their lives and properties. In return, they must pay the jizya and adhere to
a variety of discriminatory regulations. Referring to the famous Koranic verse in Sura 9: 29, Qutb
explains,
The obvious change in these new laws is the command to fight the people of the
book who have deviated from Allah’s religion, “until they pay the jizya with their
own hands (an yadin), humiliated” [see Sura 9: 29]. Henceforward, pacts of recon-
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ciliation and truce (uhud muwadaa wa-muhadana) can be accepted from them solely on this basis—i.e. of paying the jizya. In this situation, the rights of dhimmis who
enter into a pact are established for them, and peace prevails between them and the
Muslims. If they are content with the faith of Islam and embrace it, then they are
considered Muslims. Indeed, they are not coerced into embracing the Islamic faith,
for the proper Islamic principle is “there is no coercion as regards religion” [Sura
2: 256]. However, they are not allowed to practice their religion unless they pay the
jizya and a pact is concluded between them and the Islamic society on this basis.14
It should be emphasized that Qutb shows little interest in the practical implementation of dhimma
and in the details of how it is to be applied in contemporary society. This is not surprising: as in
other issues discussed by modern Islamic fundamentalists (such as Islamic economy and social justice), here too fundamentalist thought encounters much difficulty in fleshing out a practical and
realistic plan for the application of its theories.15 However, Qutb does more than simply adopt the
classical notion of dhimma: more than once he emphasizes that Islam is a religion of tolerance,
benevolence and generosity (samaha, tasamuh). Islam, according to Qutb, does not reject the
“other,” the dhimmi. To the contrary, Islam recognizes the dhimmi, is kind towards him, and
attempts to draw him closer and closer—obviously for missionary purposes, among other things.
Qutb explains that these positive attitudes towards dhimmis should not be interpreted to mean
that the religion of the dhimmis is in any way equivalent in status and worth to Islam. Indeed, we
have seen that the contrary is true. According to Qutb, not coercing dhimmis into embracing Islam
should not be taken as recognition of their distorted and corrupt religion. The religion of the dhimmi is inferior to that of a Muslim, and for this reason the dhimmi must acknowledge the superiority of Islamic dominion and political rule.16

[6]
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Jihad

A

t this point it is worthwhile to examine Qutb’s theory regarding Jihad. Many modern
Islamic thinkers take an apologetic approach to this issue, claiming that jihad is nothing
but a defensive war waged by the Islamic community when attacked. In contrast, Qutb
insists that jihad is a religious obligation that must be carried out by Muslims at all times and under
any condition, regardless of whether the war is defensive or aggressive. Deriding the apologetics of
various modern Islamic thinkers, Qutb writes:
Yet those who write nowadays on international relations according to Islam and the
laws of jihad in Islam, those who apply themselves to the interpretation of the verses that contain these laws—it is grievous in their eyes and frightful that these should
be the laws of Islam! And that Allah—glory be to Him—should order the believers
to fight those unbelievers who are adjacent to them [see Koran, Sura 9: 123], and
to continue fighting the unbelievers who are [still] adjacent to them as long as there
are unbelievers who are adjacent to them! It is grievous in their eyes and frightful
that the divine command should be like this, so they go on seeking restrictions for
the unrestricted texts, finding these restrictions in provisional and previous texts!17

According to the majority of jurists and scholars in classical Sunni Islam,18 the precept of jihad underwent four chronological stages during the lifetime of the Prophet Muhammad. At first, while
Muhammad was still in Mecca and suffering as he did from the fierce opposition of the unbelievers, he was ordered by Allah to disseminate the message of Islam by peaceful means such as persuasion, and was forbidden to involve himself in violent activities of any kind. In the second stage, after
Muhammad had emigrated to al-Madina, he was ordered to perform solely defensive jihad—that
is, to defend himself and his followers if necessary. In the third stage, after the Islamic strength had
grown in military, political, and economic terms, Muhammad was allowed to perform aggressive
jihad and to initiate attacks against the nonbelievers, though within certain restrictions (such as the
prohibition to fight during the four holy months.) In the fourth and final stage, Muhammad was
ordered to perform both defensive and aggressive jihad, at all times and wherever possible (under
various rules of conduct). It was this final stage which abrogated (nasikh, from naskh, “abrogation”)
previous stages and which was accepted from then on as the legal rule binding the Islamic community. While various modern Islamic liberals had attempted to reformulate the precept of jihad according to one of the three initial stages, Qutb stresses that it is only the fourth and last one which is relevant to Muslims, and has been so ever since the final years of the Prophet’s activity.
HUDSON INSTITUTE
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Following his theory of jahiliyya, Qutb redefines the concept of jihad according to the three
terms mentioned above: jahiliyya, ubudiyya, and hakimiyya. According to Qutb, Western jahili
society and the many Islamic societies that follow Western culture view man, rather than God, as
the source of their values. Islam, in contrast, seeks to worship Allah and Allah alone: He is the sole
source of all values, law, and government. There cannot be any compromise between the jahili system and the Islamic system, since the former places endless obstacles and hindrances on the Islamic
path. The only way Islam can survive and accomplish its goal—to summon men to worship the
one and only God—is by jihad. Jihad aims therefore at bringing down jahili society, culture, and
institutions, thereby opening the way for the Islamic call. Jihad is thus defined in concepts that are
unique to Qutb’s thought. The practical implication of this theory is that jihad, according to Qutb,
must be waged until the political reign of Islam spreads throughout the world; after all, Islam is a
universal message, meant for all of mankind. He writes,
They [the apologetic thinkers] forget that jihad in Islam is “in the path of Allah” [or
“for Allah’s sake,” fi sabil allah]. The purpose of this jihad is to establish Allah’s divinity on earth and to expel the idols (al-tawaghit) that have stolen Allah’s rule; to liberate man from the subordination (ubudiyya) to anything other than Allah and from the
potential temptation of not submitting to Allah alone; to be set free from the subordination to men [ibad, literally: slaves], “until there is no temptation and the entire
religion will be Allah’s” [see Sura 8: 39]. [They forget] that the purpose of this jihad
is not to have one human doctrine prevail over another, but rather to have Allah’s way
prevail over the ways of men! Not to have the rule of one people gain control over the
rule of another people, but rather to have Allah’s rule gain control over the rule of
men! The purpose of this jihad is not to establish a kingdom for man [literally: a slave],
but to establish Allah’s kingdom on earth. This jihad must therefore be released everywhere on earth, in order to liberate all men, without differentiating between what is
inside the borders of Islam and what is outside these borders. It is all [considered]
“earth” inhabited by “man,” and there are idols everywhere enslaving men to men!19
However, Qutb emphasizes that the aim of jihad is not the coercion of dhimmis into accepting
Islam, since the Koran itself is explicit on this subject (see Sura 2: 256). What, then, is the purpose
of jihad? Its purpose, Qutb explains, is to bring the whole world under the political rule of Islam,
freeing man from the jahili obstacles that stand between him and the possibility of worshipping
Allah alone. Once this is achieved, the rules of dhimma may be implemented and dhimmis will be
free to choose between converting to Islam or, alternatively, remaining in the status of dhimmis:
The purpose of this jihad is a different matter than the coercion into [accepting] the
[Islamic] faith—an entirely opposite matter. The purpose of this jihad is to guaran[8]
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tee freedom of faith! For Islam, being as it is a general declaration of man’s liberation on earth from the subordination to men, perpetually encounters idols on earth
that render men submissive to others. It perpetually encounters regimes that are
based on the submission of men to men, and these regimes are guarded by the power
of the state or an organizational power of some sort. These regimes stand between
those humans who are inside these regimes and the hearkening to the Islamic call
(dawa), as they also stand between these humans and the embracing of the [Islamic] faith if it should please their souls to do so, or they might tempt them to [deviate] from this faith by various methods. This is the ugliest form of breaching the
freedom of faith. It is from this point that Islam sets itself by sword to smash these
regimes and to destroy these powers that protect them. Then what? It is then—after
this—that Islam leaves people alone, truly free to choose the faith they want. If they
wish, they can join Islam, thereby gaining the rights of the Muslims and bearing
their obligations, becoming brothers in religion to those who have already become
Muslims! If they so wish, they may remain with their faiths and pay the jizya, thereby declaring that they surrender to the dispatching of the Islamic call among them
without any resistance. [By paying the jizya] they are also participating in the
expenses of the Islamic state which protects them from the attacks of those who
have not yet surrendered, and which takes on itself the responsibility for the disabled among them, the weak, and the sick—just the same as it does with Muslims.20
In sum, while jihad, in Qutb’s eyes, does not mean religious coercion of dhimmis, lack of coercion
on its part does not mean abstinence from jihad. This attempt at creating a delicate balance
between forcing a political-governmental system on the one hand and the granting of religious
autonomy on the other reflects, in my view, a basic tension in Qutb’s attitude towards Jews and
Christians. However, as I have demonstrated, this is not unique to Qutb. His position in this
respect is very much in accordance with classical mainstream Sunni Islam, as reflected in its concepts of dhimma and jihad.
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The Theoretical-Theological Perspective:
from Dhimmis to Archenemies21

S

o far I have focused on the legal sphere as regards Qutb’s position vis-à-vis Jews and
Christians. I have shown how Qutb defines the ideal relationship he envisions between the
Islamic community and its Jewish and Christian subjects in terms of the classical concept of
dhimma, which at its core is a legal concept. However, significant differences emerge when one
examines Qutb’s views concerning Jews and Christians from a theoretical-theological perspective.22
From this viewpoint, as from the legal one, Qutb was influenced by classical Islamic ideas. These
ideas need to be reviewed before presenting and explaining Qutb’s own development of them.
Since the dawn of Islam, the issue of Islamic self identity was of central importance in the history of this religion. The influence of the two great monotheistic religions—Judaism and Christianity—
left its stamp on Islam, and Muslims understandably felt the need to define themselves in relation
to the Jewish and Christian “other.” In what way are Muslims different from Jews and Christians?
What is the “legitimacy,” so to speak, for the existence of yet another third monotheistic religion?
Why are the biblical patriarchs and the well-known monotheistic figures—Ibrahim (Abraham),
Musa (Moses), Isa (Jesus) and many others—not to be regarded as Christians and Jews, but rather
as Muslims or “proto-Muslims”? Indeed, these questions are at the core of the Islamic view of
human history and are reflected in the Koran. Inevitably, the formation of a true and original Islamic
identity involved criticizing the Jewish and Christian “other.”23 Thus, the Koran itself is permeated with polemics against both Jews and Christians.24 Jews and Christians are accused of worshipping other Gods besides Allah. According to the Koran,
“The Jews say: Uzayr [Ezra] is the son of Allah, and the Christians say: the Messiah
[al-masih, i.e. Jesus] is the son of Allah. These are their very own words, resembling
the words of those who have disbelieved before. May Allah fight them; how they
are deterred from the truth! They have made their learned ones and monks—and
the Messiah the son of Mary—lords other than Allah. Yet they were only commanded to worship one God; there is no God but Him, glory be to Him, how far is He
from their polytheism!”25
In this regard, the Christians are especially criticized for their belief in the Holy Trinity:

[ 10 ]
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“Those who say that Allah is the Messiah, son of Mary, are nonbelievers […].26
“Those who say that Allah is the third one among three are nonbelievers, for there
is no God but one God […].”27
In these verses and in many others, Jews and Christians are called “nonbelievers” or “infidels”
(Kafirun, Kuffar). Yet no less important in the Koran is the accusation that Jews and Christians
have rejected the Islamic revelation and the veracity of its bearer, Muhammad. According to this
accusation, they have concealed the proofs of his true prophetic nature and mission by altering and
tampering with their holy books and scriptures (tahrif). Jews and Christians have misread the true
history of the pure and ancient monotheistic tradition and, indeed, have deviated from it.
“They say: ‘become Jews or Christians and you shall walk the right path’. Say: ‘no,
but rather the religion (milla) of Abraham, a true monotheist (hanif). He was not a
polytheist’. Say: ‘We believe in Allah and in what has been revealed to us and in
what has been revealed to Abraham, Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob, and the tribes, and in
what has been given to Moses and Jesus and in what has been given to the Prophets
from their Lord. We do not differentiate between any of them, and we are Muslims
[literally: we completely submit ourselves to Allah]‘ […] Or do you claim that
Abraham, Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob, and the tribes were Jews or Christians!? Say: ‘are
you more knowledgeable or is Allah? And who is more wicked than those who have
concealed evidence they have from Allah? Indeed Allah is not unmindful of what
you are doing’.”28
“Those to whom we have given the book know him [according to Muslim commentators: Muhammad] just as they know their sons. Yet a group among them hide
the truth though they know [it].”29
“Abraham was neither a Jew nor a Christian; he was a true monotheist (hanif) and
a Muslim [literally: one who has completely submitted himself to Allah]. He was
not a polytheist.”30

I

n Islamic tradition, which evolved after the Koran, these polemics continued. Dissimilation
from Jews and Christians as a means of preserving Islamic self identity is reflected in countless
traditions attributed to the Prophet Muhammad (the hadith literature). These traditions include
both legal-practical injunctions and moral prescriptions.31 The great medieval Hanbali scholar
Ahmad Ibn Taymiyya (1263-1328), who is much admired by the majority of modern Islamic fundamentalists, dedicated a whole book to this subject. By quoting and explaining hundreds of
Koranic verses and Prophetic traditions (hadiths), Ibn Taymiyya attempted to prove that dissimiHUDSON INSTITUTE
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lation from Jews and Christians is not just a simple religious obligation, but rather constitutes a
fundamental principle of Islam. Disobeying this principle, that is: assimilating one’s self to Jews and
Christians, might bring down the whole structure of Islam. Since external actions and internal
beliefs are related and connected in Islam, Ibn Taymiyya stresses that one must dissimilate one’s
self from Jews and Christians in every aspect of his life:
The livelier the heart and the more knowledgeable it is of Islam, [true] Islam […]
the fuller is its perception of the dissimilation from Jews and Christians, be it internally or externally, and the stronger is its distancing away from their morality, which
[unfortunately] is to be found among some Muslims.32
In his Koran commentary, Qutb adopted these Koranic and post-Koranic themes, explaining and
elaborating on them by employing his unique concepts of jahiliyya, ubudiyya, and hakimiyya:
In addition, the verse [in Sura 9: 29] describes them [Jews and Christians] as “not
professing the true religion.” This is clear from what has already been explained:
any belief in the lordship (rububiyya) of someone [else] together with Allah is not
the true religion. Likewise, compliance with a legal code other than the legal code
of Allah, acceptance of laws from anyone other than Allah, and submission to a rule
other than that of Allah’s are not the true religion. This all exists [now] among the
people of the book, as it existed among them back then.33
However, Qutb does more than simply adopt the classical notions regarding Jews and Christians:
he transforms them into a totally new dimension, giving them a completely different perspective.
According to his view, Jews and Christians are not mere historical adversaries of Islam who stood
in the way of the Prophet Muhammad and his followers during the early period of this religion.
Rather, Jews and Christians are eternal enemies of Islam, representatives of evil fighting throughout history against the good, which is embodied in the true Islamic community. The aim of Jews
and Christians is to destroy Islam from within and from without, to cause Islam to collapse ethically, culturally and militarily. Their ultimate goal is to have Jewish and Christian jahili values reign
over mankind—in other words, to dispose of Allah and to place man in the center of human experience. Qutb writes,
It became evident from practical reality, stage after stage and from one experience
after the other, that there can be no coexistence between two ways of life that have
such a deep-rooted and long-term incongruity between them. This incongruity
entails all the particulars of beliefs and conceptions, ethics and behavior, social, economic, political, and human organization—an incongruity which cannot but result
[ 12 ]
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from the incongruity in beliefs and conceptions. Two ways of life: one is based on
the subordination (ubudiyya) of men (ibad) to Allah alone with no associate, and
the other is based on the subordination of men to men, subordination of men to
falsely alleged gods and dispersed lords. Then the clash occurs between the two in
every step of life, for every single step of life in such two ways and two systems is
bound to be incongruous with the other, and to totally clash with it.34
Qutb’s concepts of jahiliyya, ubudiyya, and hakimiyya are thus used in order to color the conflict
between Islam and Jews/Christians with an eternal hue. The conflict in this perspective is a clash
between the forces of jahiliyya and the forces of Islam. From Qutb’s vantage point, one single line
inexorably connects the battles and fighting of the Prophet against the Arab idolaters and Jews of
7th century Arabia, the crusades of later medieval times, modern Western colonialism, and the current day conflict between Zionism and the Arab-Islamic world. In fact, both sides do not have any
choice but to participate in this inevitable and eternal struggle between good and bad:
It is the nature of things. First of all, it is the nature of the Islamic way which is
known quite well by the adherents of other ways and is felt by their very own natural disposition! It is the nature of the resolve to establish Allah’s kingdom on earth;
to release all people from the servitude of men and to [introduce them] into the
servitude of Allah alone; to smash the materialistic barriers that stand between all
humans and the true freedom of choice. Secondly, it is the nature of the contradiction between two ways of life that cannot meet on any terms; [it is the nature] of
the striving on the part of the adherents of the earthly ways to crush the Lordly
way—the way which threatens their existence, programs, and rules—before it
crushes them! It is inevitable—neither side has really any choice!35
True, already in the Koran, Jews and Christians are accused of trying to hinder Muslims from their
true belief:
“Many among the people of the book wish to turn you back into nonbelievers after
you have become believers, out of jealousy in their souls, though the truth has
already become clear to them […].”36
Qutb indeed sees himself as confronting the very same situation that Muhammad and the first
Muslims had confronted—surrounded, threatened and persecuted by the evil forces of jahiliyya.
Like them, his task is to persevere and to stand steadfast despite the turmoil, hardships, and trials
he suffers. Eventually, Allah will grant him and the true Muslims victory over the nonbelievers. By
employing the ethos or myth of the Islamic origins—perseverance, struggle, and victory—Qutb
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manages to place the modern struggle with Jews and Christians in an eternal or timeless framework. It is clear then that the Islamic heritage, and especially the biography of the Prophet
Muhammad, are indispensable components of Qutb’s thought.
How does this severe and extreme theoretical-theological view of history and current reality fit
in with Qutb’s ideas regarding the legal concept of dhimma? Is it possible to resolve the apparent
discrepancy between the tolerance, benevolence, and generosity of dhimma and the eternal fight
against a relentless enemy, whose only desire is to destroy Islam? At this point, it would be appropriate to examine Qutb’s specific attitude towards the Jews.

The Jews
in the koran itself, the attitude towards the Jews is more negative and severe than the attitude
towards the Christians:
“You will indeed find that the people who hate the believers the most are the Jews
and the polytheists, and you will find that the people who love the believers the
most are those who say: ‘we are Christians’ […].”37

T

he verses dealing with the sins of the Israelites (banu israil) against Allah and Moses are
many, and it is clear that the Koran is more interested in the anti-Jewish polemic than the
anti-Christian one. The Jews are even condemned for killing prophets who were sent to
them by Allah.38 Through the enumeration of their various sins committed against Allah, Moses,
and other prophets, Jews are depicted as breaching their covenant or pact (mithaq) with Allah.39
According to the Koran, the Jews are destined to live in baseness and misery or destitution, and
their lack of faith is proven by their fear of dying.40 Their hearts are harder than stone:
“Then your hearts hardened after that, and they were like stones or harder. For
there are stones from which rivers flow, there are stones that split and water comes
forth; and there are stones that fall down from fear of Allah. Indeed Allah is not
unmindful of what you are doing.”41
In post-Koranic Islamic tradition, Jews were portrayed as adversaries of Muhammad who relentlessly attempted to damage his mission and hinder his activities. Moreover, according to Islamic
tradition, the three Jewish tribes of al-Madina (Qaynuqa, Nadir, and Qurayza) breached the pacts
they had concluded with Muhammad—namely the “pact of the nation” (ahd al-umma) and the
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pact which was concluded between Muhammad and Qurayza. It is said that during the “battle of
the ditch” (al-khandaq, in 627), while al-Madina was besieged by the idolaters of Mecca and their
Arab allies (the ahzab), the leader of Qurayza, Kab b. Asad, held negotiations with Muhammad’s
adversaries. However, Muhammad managed to prevent these negotiations from succeeding, and
after the siege had failed, Muhammad had the Jewish tribe massacred. It is not my intention to
analyze the historical validity of these traditions.42 What is more interesting in the current context
is the perception of the Jew in Islamic tradition.

V

arious passages in classical Islamic literature—mainly in the genre known as the sira,
the biography of the Prophet—portray the Jewish adversaries of Muhammad as bearing
rancor and hate towards Muhammad and Islam. Such is the case with the most famous
biography of the Prophet—the sira of Ibn Hisham (died in 828 or 833), based on the work of Ibn
Ishaq (704-767). The Jews are described in Ibn Hisham’s sira as being jealous, since Muhammad
and the Arabs were the ones to receive God’s grace and were chosen as recipients for the last and
most perfect divine revelation. This is also the reason the Jews did their utmost to hide the signs and
proofs of Muhammad’s prophecy, which originally had constituted an authentic part of their Torah.
The Jews are accused of constantly trying to sow discord among the followers and supporters of
Muhammad in al-Madina, and of scheming to bring down Muhammad by cooperating with his
pagan adversaries from Mecca and the various Arabian tribes. They tried to hinder the Prophet from
his belief in Islam and even attempted to kill him, according to some traditions.43
Of course, one cannot generalize from these traditions as to the “Islamic” attitude towards Jews.
Does the sira of Ibn Hisham reflect in the Jewish context other biographies of the Prophet, or other
literary genres as well? Can different and perhaps contradictory tendencies on this subject be
detected and defined? Classical Islamic literature is extremely vast, and Islamic history and culture
are far too extensive for any sort of unequivocal generalization. Nevertheless, the anti-Jewish sentiments in Ibn Hisham’s sira do raise questions in the current context that can only be answered,
or at least addressed, through further research into the classical Islamic corpus.44
Regarding the anti-Jewish sentiment in classical Islamic literature, Bernard Lewis has argued that
Islam lacks the Christian-like anti-Semitism which is based mainly on theological foundations.
Lewis points out that in classical Islam, the Jew is not naturally and morally corrupt, nor does he
plot to gain control over Islam and the world. Rather, the Jew is miserable and pathetic, thus posing no danger to Islam.45 I will return to Lewis’s theory in the concluding paragraph of this essay.
It is clear, however, that after Muhammad’s lifetime and during the medieval period, Jews did not
constitute any military-political danger in the eyes of Muslims. The latter were mainly concerned
with confronting the Christians—the Byzantines, the Reconquista movement in Spain, and the
Crusaders—as well as pagan enemies from the East, i.e. Turkish elements from Central Asia and
the Mongols. This is one of the reasons why polemics between Muslims and Jews in medieval times
were usually not very significant and central as they were between Christians and Jews. Likewise,
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polemics with Jews in Islamic territories were not as emotionally charged as in Christian lands, nor
were they followed by pogroms or the burning of books.46
It was only in the modern era, when the Muslims witnessed the rise of Western-Christian colonial power and the establishment of the state of Israel, that this situation changed dramatically. The
improvement in the status of dhimmis, namely Christians and Jews—due to the growing influence
of the colonial powers—threatened the stability and the old values of the Islamic worldview.
Dhimmis were now perceived by Muslims as foreign agents, cooperating with Western enemies
and plotting to weaken Islamic society and state. Regarding the Jews, European anti-Semitic ideas
and images began to penetrate Arab and Islamic culture. Various anti-Semitic writings, such as the
Protocols of the Elders of Zion, were imported into the Arab and Islamic world—initially by Arab
Christians and Europeans. The rise of fascism and Nazism, and the relations between Nazi
Germany and certain parts of the Arab-Islamic world, enhanced the absorption of European antiSemitic ideas. Finally, the rise of Zionism and the establishment of the state of Israel were indeed
an important factor in the growing anti-Jewish sentiments among Arabs and Muslims.47
No doubt, Said Qutb well reflects these developments. In an attempt to demonize the Jews, Qutb
combines Koranic and post-Koranic anti-Jewish sentiment with ideas and images derived from
European anti-Semitism. According to Qutb, the sins of the Israelites against Allah and Moses, and
their troublesome relationship with the Prophet Muhammad, testify to their treacherous nature,
their perpetual machinations, and their eternal hatred towards Islam. Qutb:
They have broken their covenant (mithaq) with Allah under the mountain,48 and
later dissolved their pacts (uhud) with their Prophets. Finally, a group among them
dissolved the pact they had confirmed with the Prophet, may Allah’s prayer and
blessing be upon him, when he had arrived at al-Madina.49 This is the pact in which
he had reached reconciliation with them under certain terms. Yet they were the first
ones to assist his enemies against him, the first ones to charge his religion with
unsoundness and attempt to disseminate division and discord50 among the Islamic
ranks, disobeying the pact they had concluded with the Muslims.51

I

n continuation of the Koranic and post-Koranic allegations against the Jews, Qutb sees
one line connecting the breeching of the divine covenant by the Israelites and the treachery of
the Medinese Jews. By much scheming, the latter tried for a certain while to maintain their economic and political status by sowing discord among the Medinese Arabs. After Muhammad had
arrived and managed to “block the breaches from which the Jews used to infiltrate” by uniting the
Islamic ranks with his new message, the Jews became more threatened and began fighting Muhammad and his religion. In addition, the Medinese Jews believed that prophets can only be Jewish,
the Jews being the “chosen people;” Muhammad’s spiritual and materialistic success enhanced
their jealousy.52
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However, according to Qutb’s view, the problems with the Jews did not end with the victory of
the Prophet over the Medinese Jews and the defeat of the Arab idolaters of the Arabian Peninsula.
Rather,
From that day on began the war which has never ceased until this very day between
Islam and the Jews!53
Regarding the Jews, various Koranic Suras tell of their positions, their actions, their
intriguing, craftiness, and war. History contains all of this—all that which has not
ceased for one single moment, since the first day they were confronted by Islam in
al-Madina and until the current moment! These Shadows [i.e. this Koran commentary] are not the place in which to survey this long history. Nevertheless, we will
only point to a small bit of this insatiable war which has been waged by the Jews
against Islam and its adherents throughout history.54
Qutb has a lot to say about the Jewish nature. Thus, such terms as makr (craftiness, deceitfulness),
kayd and dasisa (intriguing, machinating) appear numerous times in his discussions of the Jews.
They [the Jews] welcomed him [the Prophet in al-Madina] with machinations, lies,
doubts, and discord, casting these into the Islamic ranks in al-Madina by all the
twisted and deceitful ways that are well perfected by the Jews.55
Jewish nature (fitra) does not allow the possibility of believing. The use of the term fitra (literally: natural disposition) in this context is not accidental; according to Islamic law and theology, all
human beings are born with an innate ability to believe in one God, i.e. with the potential of
becoming true monotheists—that is, Muslims. It is only parents and society, through education and
culture that prevent this ability or potential from being fulfilled. According to Qutb, the Jews
rejected (and still reject) the Islamic message and revelation, not because of theological or intellectual reasons, but because their nature is crooked. Jews are thus not considered by Qutb as belonging to the same category as other human beings—due to their deformed fitra.56 The Jewish nature
entails disbelief, treachery, violation of contracts or pacts, and even murder; Jews are materialistic,
always deal with money, and control global media and economy.57 Moreover, Jews are to be
blamed for the process of secularization which has spread throughout the Islamic world. They are
the ones responsible for civil unrest (fitna, p. fitan, see above note 50) and discord among Muslims,
in the past and in the present. Qutb:
The Islamic nation is still suffering from the machinations of the Jews and their
craftiness—the very same machinations and craftiness from which the ancestors of
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this nation have also suffered. Yet unfortunately, the Islamic nation fails to benefit
from these Koranic instructions and this divine guidance, from which the ancestors
of this nation have benefited, thereby overcoming the intriguing of the Jews and
their craftiness in al-Madina—while the religion was still young and Islamic society was in its infancy. By their meanness and craftiness, the Jews are still leading this
nation astray from its religion, they are still deterring this nation from its Koran, so
that it will not take from the Koran its sharp weapons and protective equipment—
for they are safe as long as this nation is deterred from the true sources of its power
and the pure wellsprings of its knowledge. Therefore, anyone who deters this nation
from its religion and from its Koran is an agent of the Jews, whether he knows it
or not, whether he wants it or not […].58

I

t should be noted that in some traditions of classical Islamic literature, Jews are blamed for
the civil unrest among Muslims and for different heresies that have deterred various Muslims
from the true form of Islam.59 Qutb claims that the Jews were responsible for the first civil war
in Islamic history—the fitna which began with the murder of Uthman b. Affan, the third Caliph
after Muhammad. This allegation can be found in classical Islamic sources, in which “Allah’s
enemy,” Abd Allah b. Saba—a Yemenite Jew who had converted to Islam—is blamed for the murder of Uthman and for the civil war which followed.60
What other methods do the Jews employ in order to accomplish their wicked plans, according
to Qutb? An interesting allegation in this regard (which is echoed by later Islamic fundamentalists)
has to do with israiliyyat. The israiliyyat are classical Islamic traditions and legends derived from
Jewish and Christian sources such as the Old and New Testaments and the Jewish midrash. These
traditions and legends deal mainly with the history of the Israelites and their prophets, and already
in medieval times a debate was conducted among Islamic scholars concerning these traditions, their
validity, and their legitimacy. According to Qutb, the Jews have tried to destroy Islam by infusing
these israiliyyat into Islamic religious literature. Returning to the holy Koran—one of Qutb’s most
important and central ideas (see above note 24)—is thus conceived by him as a means of “cleaning” Islamic sources from “Jewish contaminated” traditions.61
Yet the Jews do more than this: they are attempting to bring down Islam through a tight alliance
between “global Zionism” (al-sahyuniyya al-alamiyya) and the “global crusaders” (al-salibiyya alalamiyya), by spreading communism,62 and through the academic works of orientalists, many of
whom have been Jews.63 The Jews, Qutb states, are responsible for wars and discord or civil unrest
(fitan) between various nations of the world. The Jews aim at destroying the foundation of human
life which is religious faith—the belief in the one and only God. The Jewish goal is to establish a
jahili society, in which a distorted conception of ubudiyya and hakimiyya prevails. It is therefore
obvious that the Jews’ purpose is to bring down humanity and gain control over it; these Jewish
plans, Qutb explains, are also documented in the Protocols of the Elders of Zion.64
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Bernard Lewis claims that the major negative change in Arab-Islamic attitudes towards Jews
occurred during the 1950s and 1960s, specifically after the 1956 war and especially after the 1967
war between Israel and its Arab neighbors. From a cultural perspective, this change, prompted by
political and military events, was primarily caused by the influence of European anti-Semitism.
According to Lewis, Qutb and his immediate radical successors belong to an earlier stage in the
development of Islamic anti-Jewish notions; for them, “the anti-Jewish theme, though present, is
of secondary importance, and is still expressed in Islamic terms.”
Trying to explain the alleged shift in Islamic attitudes towards Jews, especially after the 1967
war, Lewis states,
The Jew—not just the Zionist—was depicted as mean, treacherous, cowardly,
vicious, cunning, and of course implacably hostile to Islam. These anti-Jewish
stereotypes had been present since early Islamic times, but they had been a secondary theme in Islamic literature. Even as late as the 1950s, Said Qutb, the leader of
the Muslim Brothers, wrote an essay on “our struggle against the Jews” [see above
note 64], but accorded them a minor place among the enemies that menace Islam—
capitalism, communism, secularism, and worst of all, the neopaganism of renegade
Muslim dictators. What was new was not so much the themes, as the nature and
extent of their use […] With few exceptions, Muslim writers did not yet present the
Jew as an incarnation of evil, a child and agent of the devil, a poisoner of wells, a
perpetrator of ritual murder, a drinker of blood, and a wicked plotter seeking to
subjugate all mankind and to rule the world.”65

T

hough qutb (to the best of my knowledge) does not refer to the Jew as “a poisoner of
wells, a perpetrator of ritual murder, a drinker of blood,” he does nevertheless view him
as “an incarnation of evil,” as “a wicked plotter seeking to subjugate all mankind and to
rule the world” and even (in a certain sense) as “a child and agent of the devil” (see above note
50). The discussion in this essay sheds a different light on Qutb’s place in the modern history of
Islamic anti-Jewish sentiment. For Qutb, it is the Jew who stands behind all evil phenomena faced
by the Muslims. Though the Christian also shares similar goals and negative intentions with the
Jew, in relation to the Islamic religion and Islamic society, nonetheless it is clear that the Jew poses
the greatest danger for Islam and the Muslims. His wicked and sophisticated methods are as clever
as they are old; the battle against the Jew is virtually eternal, and thus there can be no compromise
with this cosmic evil.
These ideas professed by Qutb prove that extreme anti-Jewish concepts were present in radical
Sunni thought and indeed held much significance already in the 1950s-1960s, prior to the Six Day
War of 1967.66 Moreover, in the context of Qutb’s own writings, it seems to me impossible to
detect any evolution, shifts, or changes as regards his attitude towards Jews. Though it is true that
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his short 1964 Maalim fi-l-tariq (Milestones, see above) was mainly concerned with the jahiliyya
theory and not with the Jews,67 nevertheless, it is clear from the current discussion that Qutb was
obsessed with the Jews and that in his eyes the latter constitute the jahili forces “par excellence.”
In Qutb’s view, the first and most urgent goal of the true Islamic movement should be the deposing of “pseudo-Islamic” jahili regimes (an approach which obviously gained much relevance and
significance during Qutb’s imprisonment); only then should the fight against Israel take place.
However, this does not contradict the fact that the real enemy according to Qutb is the Jew; the
way to tackle the latter is by internal Islamisation first, and only then by external fighting against
Israel. It is therefore safe to conclude that Qutb adhered to his anti-Jewish ideas throughout his
writing activity as a radical Muslim.

Conclusions

I

t is thus clear that a serious tension and even contradiction exists in Qutb’s thought, as
regards his attitude towards Jews and Christians. On the one hand, Qutb adheres to the classical Islamic concept of dhimma; on the other, Qutb views Christians and Jews as archenemies
of Islam whose perennial and eternal aim is to destroy Islam by any means possible. This is especially true of the Jews. Following the severe anti-Jewish polemic of the Koran and Islamic tradition, and adopting European anti-Semitic ideas, Qutb portrays a horrific image of the Jew—deceitful, intriguing, machinating, disbelieving, treacherous, and materialistic. Worse than all, the Jew in
Qutb’s eyes constantly attempts to bring down Islam, the only true and complete religion of
mankind, and hence the only possible vehicle of human salvation.
How are we to explain these discrepancies in Qutb’s thought? One option (probably the one
Qutb himself would have chosen) is to claim that no real contradiction exists. As we have seen,
according to Qutb, jihad must be waged against any jahili regime, be it Christian, Jewish, or of any
other form. As long as these regimes exist and jihad is waged against them, Jews, Christians, and
other jahilis are to be considered archenemies that must be fought against, in accordance with the
rules of jihad. Yet once victory is achieved, and Islam gains political control over the entire world,
then Jews and Christians will cease to be an immediate danger. Only then can they enjoy the benefits of dhimma. This interpretation does well to explain the dynamics and complexities from a
legal perspective; however, from a theoretical-theological perspective, the tension and discrepancies
remain unresolved.
It is obvious that the two basic notions underlying Qutb’s thought—dhimma versus an eternal
struggle against archenemies—are a product of different historical circumstances. These varying
historical realities yielded a different perception of the “other.” The first notion, the classical idea
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of dhimma, was born in the early middle ages, when Islam was the leading culture of the day.
Muslims enjoyed military achievements and a political-economic golden age. The other notion was
a result of the turmoil and constant defeats faced by Islamic societies in modern times. Islam suffered (and still suffers, according to many Muslims) severe attacks, culturally and militarily, carried out by the West. The first notion views dhimmis—namely Jews and Christians—as being
pathetic and destitute, in need of Islamic protection in return for their recognition of Islamic
supremacy. The other notion views Jews and Christians as dangerous and relentless enemies,
threatening the sheer existence of Islam. Obviously, modern events and developments—the growing power of the West, its colonialism, the success of Zionism, the establishment of the state of
Israel—have all affected the attitude of Said Qutb and his followers towards the “other.”

H

owever, one should remember that the negative attitude towards Jews and
Christians—especially so regarding Jews—is influenced not only by modern events but
also by the Koran and Post-Koranic Islamic tradition, as shown in this essay. The place
of this classical tradition in modern fundamentalist thought, in the context discussed here, has not
been sufficiently addressed in modern scholarship. It is therefore in need of further examination.
Are we to view the severe anti-Jewish notions prevalent among modern Islamic radicals as an
essentially Western-European phenomenon? In other words, are the anti-Jewish notions of Qutb
and his followers basically Western ideas Islamicized or colored with Islamic features?68 Or are
these notions essentially an internal Islamic phenomenon, enriched by various anti-Semitic ideas
and images of European origin? These questions cannot be thoroughly dealt with in the current
context, and as already stated, they must await further research.
Nevertheless, on the basis of the sources analyzed in this essay, I would propose as a working
thesis to view the second option as a more accurate depiction of the historical development of modern anti-Jewish attitudes among radical Muslims. In my opinion, these anti-Jewish attitudes cannot be understood without their classical Islamic background.69 Moreover, although Said Qutb
does refer to the Protocols of the Elders of Zion and indeed employs different ideas and images
that are clearly of European origin, nevertheless the core ethos or core myth that stands in the center of his worldview is Islamic. This ethos or myth—inspired and shaped by the saga of the Islamic
beginnings and especially by the Prophet’s biography—entails an eternal combat with the evil
forces of jahiliyya.
Foremost among these forces are the Jews; they are depicted as the worst jahili enemies of Islam
not because the Protocols of the Elders of Zion say so, but because the Koran and the biography
of the Prophet say so—that is, according to Qutb’s interpretation. The Koranic and post-Koranic
terminology and concepts are indispensable elements in Qutb’s mythology and are more central
than those of Western origin. European anti-Semitism alone could not have provided Qutb with
the necessary tools to transform the struggle between Islam and Judaism into an eternal-cosmic
fight between good and bad. Rather, Qutb could only have achieved this goal by employing, in his
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own unique way, anti-Jewish notions that are indeed found in classical Islam. By thus interpreting
the Islamic sources, Qutb grants a mythological depth to the current conflict between Jews and
Muslims. In accordance with the biography of the Prophet and the history of the first Muslims,
Qutb portrays the path he believes Muslims should take in their confrontation with the Jews (or
the Christians, for that matter): from suffering and hardships in the face of evil jahili forces, to perseverance and struggle, until finally victory is achieved.70
One cannot understand Qutb’s anti-Jewish worldview solely on the basis of the European model
of anti-Semitism. This last model has indeed influenced Qutb’s attitudes towards the Jews, but it
did not create them nor grant them their essential nature. Christianity—which stands at the basis
of European anti-Semitism—is not Islam; though both religions have a lot to say about Judaism
and indeed are “obsessed” with the Jewish “other,” nonetheless they are two different religious systems. Each one evolved under diverse historical circumstances. Therefore, one cannot analyze antiJewish sentiment and notions in radical Islam through a prism based on the European model of
anti-Semitism.71 There is no point in trying to compare Islam and Christianity in order to qualitatively or quantitatively evaluate Islam’s anti-Jewish sentiment. The Jews did not kill the Islamic
God. Unlike the Christians and their anti-Jewish polemics, Muslims were not very interested in the
Old Testament or in other Jewish books.72 And race seems to be unimportant in current radical
Islam, contrary to modern anti-Semitic theories, namely Nazism.
On the basis of the discussion so far, it seems to me that any future model or theory concerning
the nature of anti-Jewish notions in radical Islam should address the following issues:

IDENTITY:
Bernard Lewis states that “The Muslims did not conceive or present themselves as the new and
true Israel; they did not therefore feel threatened or impugned by the obstinate survival of the old
Israel.”73 He also claims that Islam lacks the theological foundations on which Christian antiSemitism is based (see above). However, as shown above, the Muslims were “obsessed” with their
self identity and sought to define themselves in relation to both Christians and Jews.
The Jews were perhaps not a military and political threat after the time of the Prophet, yet from
the very beginning of Islamic history the Muslims were well aware of the Jewish religion and realized its importance and centrality in the monotheist tradition. The Muslims therefore strived to
establish their legitimacy and supremacy over the Jews by proving that the latter were not worthy
of being the bearers and heirs of the true monotheist tradition. In this regard, the Muslims indeed
felt threatened by the Jews. In modern times, this Islamic feeling was very much enhanced by the
success of the Jews in establishing a strong and prosperous state. In explaining modern anti-Jewish
sentiment among radical Muslims, the issue of Islamic self-identity must be taken into consideration. As proven above, this issue is indeed of fundamental theological importance.74
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THE KORAN:
As seen above, the Koran is paramount in forming anti-Jewish stereotypes in the radical Islamic
worldview. The many verses dealing with the sins of the Israelites portray an image of a religious
nation that suffers from various negative traits and has an almost natural tendency for disbelief,
the violation of covenants, and so forth. Since the Koran is the most central component in Islamic
religion (see above note 24), together with the Prophet’s heritage, and since it is recited daily or
weekly and greatly revered by most Muslims, the verses dealing with the Jews should be regarded
as a vital factor when addressing the subject under discussion here.

THE PROPHET:
“Muhammad never claimed to be Messiah or Son of God; only God’s apostle. The Jewish opposition to his apostolate failed while he was still alive. It was in any case less significant, less wounding, less of a reproach than the Jewish rejection of Christian claims.”75 Although Muhammad
obviously did not see himself as a son of God, the Jewish rejection of his apostolate was not “less
significant, less wounding, less of a reproach than the Jewish rejection of Christian claims.” The
struggle between Muhammad and the Jewish tribes of al-Madina, though short and retroactively
speaking of little military-political importance, was significant in forming a lasting anti-Jewish sentiment in Islamic tradition. The Jews did not kill the Islamic God or his son (unheard-of ideas in
Islam), but their complete rejection of Muhammad’s prophetic nature and their various attempts
to destroy his mission do constitute a grave sin in the eyes of Muslims. The important status and
centrality of the Prophet Muhammad in Islam cannot be overemphasized; any past attempt at
harming the Prophet or any current endeavors to damage his reputation are conceived of as a direct
offense against the core and basis of the Islamic religion—an obvious act of sheer evil. Therefore,
the negative relations between Muhammad and the Jews play an important and central role in the
formation of Islamic anti-Jewish concepts.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS:
The military-political confrontation between Jews and Muslims ended with the Prophet’s conquest
of Mecca (630), after which the Jews ceased to be a military-political problem. This continued to
be true throughout medieval times, and only in the modern era did this confrontation come back
to life with the rise of Zionism and later the establishment of the Jewish state. However, this historical reality does not mean that the anti-Jewish sentiment in Islamic culture was nonexistent during medieval times, or that anti-Jewish concepts in their entirety were imported into the modern
Islamic world from Europe. Rather, the Islamic anti-Jewish sentiment did exist, only to be revived
and, indeed, reinterpreted by modern radical thinkers. This reviving and reinterpretation were not
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only a result of the influence of European anti-Semitism, but mainly a result of the modern military-political developments in the relationship between Jews and Muslims.
These historical developments—not European anti-Semitic writings—forced Islamic radicals to
rediscover the anti-Jewish concepts in their heritage and to disproportionably enhance their significance. Western anti-Semitism provided various tools, images, and a certain stimulus; but the main
key to understanding the current anti-Jewish sentiment among Islamic radicals and its unprecedented magnitude lies in the connection between the Islamic past and the Islamic present, not in
Christian and European anti-Semitism.76 By searching for internal religious factors in addition to
external influences and developments, we may better understand how and why this anti-Jewish
sentiment gained such enormous, extreme, and indeed monstrous dimensions, prevalent not only
among Sunni radicals, but also among various other segments of Islamic societies.77 Current
Islamic anti-Jewish notions cannot be dismissed as a pale and pallid adoption of Der Stürmer-style
cartoons and an occasional publication of a blood libel; rather, these notions many times constitute part of a larger and complex theological worldview.

DIVERSITY:
This essay has dealt with the theories of a leading Sunni radical. However, anti-Jewish conceptions
can also be found among Shiite fundamentalists, among liberal, communist/socialist, and pan-Arab
intellectuals, in the governmental media, in non-governmental satellite channels, in Arab countries,
and in Non-Arab Islamic states (see note 77). It is therefore logical to assume—at least as a working thesis—that anti-Jewish notions in Islamic societies vary to one degree or another in form, content, motifs, images, and the sources that have influenced them. These diversities must be taken
into consideration when analyzing the subject under discussion here.
To summarize: this essay has illustrated the tension underlying Said Qutb’s views regarding Jews
and Christians and has also raised some methodological questions as to the nature and sources of
Qutb’s anti-Jewish worldview. Since Qutb was one of the most influential Islamic fundamentalist
thinkers of the modern era, the conclusions of this discussion and the problems it has raised may
help to explain current Islamic fundamentalist theories and conceptions regarding the West, Israel,
and the Jews.
The tension in Said Qutb’s thought inevitably raises another intriguing question—whether or
not the theoretical-theological aspect might eventually affect the legal considerations. Will the classical concept of dhimma change, reflecting the new and extremely negative attitude towards Jews
and Christians? Only time will tell.78
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